Governor Andrew Cuomo unveiled the 2018 state budget this month, nine days behind schedule. State operating funds (excluding federal and capital) stood at $98.1 billion—up two percent from 2017. All in all, New York will receive $153.1
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400 Grove—a formerly vacant parcel that is now a 34-unit market-rate development
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Showcasing new Italian ceramic surfaces including hand glazed slabs up to three by ten feet, metallic glazed features and artisan decorative tile.
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Postmodernism, the kind championed by Charles Jencks, Robert Venturi, Charles Moore, and others, has made a full-fledged comeback in recent years. Its new manifestations are multiple, but have loosely been grouped under the mantra “Make New History,” which happens to be the theme for Johnston Marklee’s 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial. Under the auspices of mining history for inspiring new architecture, the duo has collected many of the smartest architects around to be on display in the fall in the Windy City.

What we expect to arise from Chicago is a survey of how references and influences are filtered through new imaginations to provoke new scenarios and give birth to new objects—a collision of the historical and hyper-contemporary that will expose the process of design both physically and conceptually.

The new lenses we are using to look at history give us new forms, but also new meanings to old forms. For example, John Portman’s interiors (page 88)—both his large public atriums and private domestic spaces—have been reinterpreted through the eye of photographer Iwan Baan. These new images show the work as it is today, with evolving relationships to the contemporary city and the architecture of yesteryear. The dream of the city as it was and as it is—the imagined and the real—are retouched together into something Sharon Johnston and Mark Lee might call “new history.”

It is not just a photographer’s lens that can recast a place. In Columbus, Indiana, Jonathan Nesci is working as a designer and helping to bring the city back to life through design and architecture (page 16). Alongside Richard McCoy and the Exhibit Columbus project, Nesci has commissioned five galleries—each with an international designer—to reimagine what design means to the community. High-profile international firms such as Formafantasma and PRODUCTORA will create public interventions by playing with the iconic architecture of the city, adding another layer of history to an already rich and complex context. The city has kept up with the global contemporary economy; what that means for design will be seen this August when the exhibition opens.

The new manifestations of globalism were on display in Milan, where Space Caviar’s series of lamps made from inexpensive electronic parts from China (pictured above) illuminated Giambattista Tiepolo’s 18th-century frescos of mythological figures. The familiar blue glow of electronics flickered anonymously onto the meticulous Baroque paintings. The interface of the two worlds—global and local, technological and analog, new and old—become the artwork itself, as the lamps perform a sort of dance on the unexpected terrain of the gilded palace’s interior surfaces.

Each of these old-new combinations relocates architecture and design as a place of discourse about the changes in the world. As we look to the past to predict the future, we cannot really chart where it will take us, because the past is still an uncharted territory, waiting to be re-seen.
With the innovative fusion of ceramics and furniture, Darling New c-bonded creates sleek, purist washbasin solutions. Thanks to a radically new, Duravit-developed technical solution and precision manufacturing, the washbasin is seamlessly bonded to the vanity unit, creating the appearance of a singular, all-in-one unit. For more information, please visit www.duravit.us
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**PETER ZUMTHOR UNVEILS THE LATEST DESIGN CONCEPTS AND IMAGES FOR LACMA REPLACEMENT**

Atelier Peter Zumthor has unveiled new images and design concepts for the replacement of Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) campus. At a presentation for the proposal, LACMA director Michael Govan explained that the institution is seeking to create a contemporary museum experience and structure with “no back, no front.”

The latest plans for the 386,000-square-foot complex build on a previous scheme, which aimed to span Wilshire Boulevard with a giant gallery. The single-story gallery will be constructed on seven circulation towers housing public programs along their lower levels.

Inside the main gallery, the piers create a complex set of interlocking spaces for dynamic display. At the presentation, Peter Zumthor expressed a strong desire to create a museum from “real materials, not sheetrock” and has proposed board-formed concrete detailing for most of the building’s surfaces.

The museum aims to finish the project by 2023.

**FUTURE FUND continued from front page**

Front page in funding (including federal and capital funds).

Much of this money will be spent on infrastructure. The Greater Rochester International Airport will receive an initial $39.8 million to kick-start its transformation, with overall project costs estimated at $53.7 million. JFK too is in line for major—much-needed—changes. The Kew Gardens Interchange will receive $564 million to aid the reconstruction of and expand capacity along the Van Wyck, improving access to the airport. Most of the changes to JFK Airport itself will come from a $7 billion private investment that will modernize terminals and accommodate a projected increase in passengers.

However, Governor Cuomo’s statement also burned bridges. The 77-year-old Kosciuszko Bridge, to be specific, will be demolished (a celebration party is being held on July 11). In its wake, two new state-of-the-art bridges, one Queens-bound and one Brooklyn-bound are to be constructed with a dedicated $270 million.

Meanwhile, $15 million will supplement a new Amtrak Station in Schenectady. Improved parking, lighting, and landscaping will fall under this allotted budget as well.

But about what housing? Governor Cuomo’s “Vital Brooklyn” plan, which targets health, violence, and poverty in low-income communities around Brownsville, East New York, Flatbush, Crown Heights, and Bedford-Stuyvesant will receive $700 million.

Initially outlined (albeit vaguely) in early March, the $1.4 billion plan assembles itself as a “national paradigm.” It calls for more than 3,000 new multifamily units to be built on six state-owned sites, with options for supporting housing, public green space, and a home-ownership plan.

As part of Governor Cuomo’s “Affordable New York” Housing Program, developers of new residential projects with 300 units or more in certain areas of Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens will be eligible for a full property tax abatement for 35 years. This is, however, if the project creates a specific number of affordable rental units and meets newly established minimum construction wage requirements and continued on page 9.
Cambridge, Massachusetts–based vegetarian fast food chain, Clover Food Lab, opened two new Boston locations last July by architecture firm SsD. The design of the locations, Boston Financial District and Longwood Medical and Academic Area, uses boundaries and light to emphasize Clover’s mission to promote transparency, simplicity, and community in the food industry.

“The boundary between ‘kitchen’ and the ‘customer’ is dissolved, allowing visual communication between the spaces while reflecting and multiplying light,” said architect Jinhee Park on the firm’s website. The space is open and bright, with simple finishes and bold signage, aiding in the layout’s legibility for customers.

Light fixtures are designed as art pieces, fulfilling their practical purpose while adding visual interest. A large wooden table, milled from a log, snakes through the space to add a warm natural touch to the minimalist design and provide an opportunity for communal dining experiences.

The new Financial District location is considered the brand’s Boston flagship location, able to seat 88 customers in the 2,300-square-foot space, plenty of room for the lunch rush. — LAUREN LLOYD

In December 2016 Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis Architects (LTL) completed its renovation of the The Contemporary Austin-Jones Center, which includes the freshly inaugurated Moody rooftop pavilion. The $3 million dollar renovation responds to the enormous growth of the institution and its popular public programming as well as the increasing scale of Austin’s architecture.

Since the museum opened its downtown location in 2010, the roof deck has been a central feature of The Contemporary’s public engagement strategy and often hosts outdoor film screening and music performances. LTL designed a deceptively thin roof canopy that hovers 23 feet above the original structure with stark white curtains that can be drawn to enclose the space for year-round use. The museum doubled its ground floor area for exhibitions while also upgrading its mechanical systems to accommodate a more diverse range of art installations.

Coincidental with the re-opening of the museum was the installation of a fresh new pavilion. The new roof deck, clad in wood tiles, is six feet above the original rooftop and features a long horizontal window with 37 seven-foot-tall block letters reading “With Liberty and Justice for All” lit from behind and cased with iridescent mirrored surfaces.

The distinctive architectural design and timely public artwork has vaulted The Contemporary Austin from a sometimes-scary nonprofit to a growing powerhouse among national art institutions. — ANDREW DAVIS
FREE REFILLS

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power officials announced in late March that the recently decommissioned Silver Lake Reservoir will be refilled over the next few months. The reservoir was emptied in 2015 after a new underground reservoir was constructed nearby, leaving behind an empty, 45-foot-deep dust bowl. Neighbors have been debating for months over how—and with which type of water—the reservoir would be refilled. After record rains this winter, the DWP officials decided to use the reservoir as a dumping ground for excess water in the Los Angeles aqueduct system and have pledged to refill the reservoir to its “historic levels” moving forward with non-potable water.

Still in question, however, is if an ambitious plan presented last summer by Mia Lehrer+Associates (MLA) and the group Silver Lake Forward aimed at converting the 96-acre reservoir into a dynamic, multi-functional habitat and recreation space will move forward. The plan contains various proposals for utilizing the decommissioned reservoir in a more environmentally suitable manner and would contain, among many components, hatcheries for local and migrating bird populations.

DIME A DEMO

To address the cheers and fears of those living along Chicago’s linear 606 bike trail, an area alderman is proposing new laws to slow gentrification around the popular public space. As the park, which goes through numerous Northwest side neighborhoods, has grown in popularity, the housing prices in the area have followed suit. To combat the rising housing prices, Alderman Proco Joe Moreno is proposing new fees on housing demolition and on conversions from multi-family to single-family housing. It has become popular to convert Chicago’s ubiquitous two-flat buildings into single-family homes, effectively lowering density, raising property values, and taking more affordable housing options off the market. The proposal also includes incentives for developers to improve existing buildings, instead of razing and rebuilding.

SEND DRINKING STRAWS AND INCENTIVES TO EAVESDROP@ARCHPAPER.COM

What if a skyscraper didn’t have to look like one? That was the question posed by Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) when the firm was approached to design Via 57 West on Manhattan’s West Side. By creating a courtyard-centric building whose sail-like facade plunges to street level from a height of forty stories, BIG made a statement, and a challenge for the facade’s installers. The resulting double-curved form required more than 1,200 unique panels—and the skill of ornamental metal ironworkers to put them in place.

Read more about it in Metals in Construction online.

WWW.OMINY.ORG

Ornamental Metal Institute of New York
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Los Angeles– and Portland, Oregon–based architecture firm West of West recently completed work on a 400-square-foot pop-up shop for optical and sunglass retailer Garrett Leight California Optical (GLCO).

The store is located behind Alfred Coffee & Kitchen in the Melrose Place shopping center in West Hollywood, California. The pop-up shop includes birch-wood-clad interior partitions as well as typographic murals by design studio Cool August Moon. Designs also include a specialized display wall made up of white wooden pegs that support shelves and handheld mirrors.

One of the typographic walls is framed by a built-in bench made out of black-painted birch with a pair of tropical indoor potted plants. The bench sits adjacent to a secondary storefront entrance—the primary access point is through the coffee shop. That entrance is highlighted by a sheet of safety glass and is decorated with GLCO’s orange logo. That logo appears again inside the store, cut out of the birch accent wall behind the sales desk. An experimental magazine shelf made up of wooden dowels is located opposite the glasses wall; a lens-tinting machine and a marble-clad point-of-sale kiosk fill out the remainder of the space with raw concrete floors throughout. West of West explained in a statement: “The project was fascinating to us because of its hidden location—the experience of discovering an unexpected space is in contrast to the majority of the work we do.”
UNVEILED
QUEEN MARY ISLAND
Developer Urban Commons and architecture firm Gensler have revealed renderings for a new $250 million entertainment complex to be located adjacent to the Queen Mary ocean liner in Long Beach, California.

The project—dubbed Queen Mary Island—aims to bring 700,000 square feet of retail, a 200-room hotel, and a series of outdoor public spaces to the Pacific Ocean-adjacent waterfront. The project also includes a 150,000-square-foot entertainment facility by London-based Urban Legacies that is slated to include high-octane attractions such as an ice-climbing facility, a zip-line assembly, and an indoor skydiving simulator.

The proposed changes would transform the surrounding harbor by replacing existing parking lots with a pedestrianized cluster of shopping areas. A boardwalk will wrap the Queen Mary, creating a new marina at the western end of the site. An amphitheater will be located on this end, along with the hotel. The plan includes an entry lobby and event entrance for the Queen Mary as well.

The project is expected to break ground in roughly two years. AP

Architect: Gensler
Developer: Urban Commons
Operator: Urban Legacies
Location: Long Beach, CA
Completion Date: 2028
New Yorkers watched in awe as ironworkers erected each of the World Trade Center Transportation Hub’s steel ribs into place. Now, 250,000 commuters marvel at the 12,500 tons of structural steel arching overhead as they pass underneath each day. The vision of international architect Santiago Calatrava and his team, the Hub’s central Oculus connects New Yorkers not only with the places to which they need to go—but with the skilled labor needed for such a vision to be realized.

Read more about it in Metals in Construction online.
NEW YORK VALUES

Who knew the launch of a document about putting new rooftops on old buildings, raising boilers above flood levels, and updating kitchens and bathrooms in municipal housing would be the East Coast elite’s hottest ticket in town? The release of New York City Public Housing Authority’s Design Guidelines for Rehabilitation of Residential Buildings had to turn away dozens of attendees to its January 12th panel packing three stories at the AIA’s Center for Architecture.

Part of the reason for the overflow crowd may be the sheer number of partners, collaborators, and offices involved. Led by the agency’s Office of Design, the Design Guidelines implicate its Capital Projects and Energy & Sustainability divisions, affordable housing developer Enterprise Community Partners (ECP), the AIA’s Design for Aging and Housing Committees, participants in NYCHA’s Design Excellence program, including Andrew Bernheimer, Domingo Gonzalez, and Claire Weiss, and dozens of maintenance staff members and residents.

Produced in collaboration with ECP, and supported by a $100,000 grant from Deutsche Bank, the Design Guidelines belong to Mayor Bill de Blasio’s NextGeneration NYCHA, a 10-year agenda to ensure the long-term viability and sustainability of America’s largest and most successful public housing agency.

“This will impact all of our capital projects,” Eisenberg said. “We have a five-year plan of scheduled projects, and so we really wanted to raise the bar of design in how we execute them. This is a roadmap to enable us to do that.” It has implications for a vast and practically unending scope of work. If fully funded, renovation of NYCHA projects, which comprise 2,500 acres in 328 complexes containing 125,000 units and serving more than 400,000 residents, would require $17 billion in current capital costs. Allocations over the next three years amount to $784.4 million from the city’s budget.

In some parts, the Design Guidelines formalize the standards employed in recent capital projects, such as the exterior lighting installed at Castle Hill and Butler Houses in the Bronx, which replaces the dim yellow light of old with nearly 1,000 bright and energy-efficient LED fixtures to improve public safety. In other outdoor areas, the guidelines aim to reduce metal fencing around grass and add amenities to create more active and healthy spaces. They take cues from the guidelines set forth by the Center For Active Design, while encouraging visual sight lines. In projects like KPF and Olin’s landscapes for Red Hook Houses—funded as part of the post-Sandy $2 billion FEMA recovery grant—indicate a High Line–like atmosphere.

“We’re starting to be more aspirational in that area,” Eisenberg said. “We’re looking to make our open spaces more attractive and useful to our residents and the community at large.”

NYCHA’s push toward environmental sustainability nudges projects to install subsurface infiltration systems, sidewalk bioswales, and porous pavers rather than asphalt to limit stormwater overflow and heat sinks. Pilot projects in Bronx River Houses, Hope Gardens, and Seth Low Houses will slow stormwater, while the Edenwald Houses in the Bronx will create the city’s largest green infrastructure installation. For other areas vulnerable to stormwater rise, the guidelines recommend concrete retaining walls to double as seating, like the footwalls as woodland benches by Nollian White Architects in Brooklyn Heights below the Williamsburg Bridge.

At Sotomayor Houses, NYCHA will begin installing the new standards for kitchens and bathrooms later this year, expanding cabinet space and adding accessible grab bars and sinks. Upgrading the troublesome low- or no-slope roofs of its modern-era buildings is NYCHA’s biggest capital projects burden.

The Design Guidelines’ release landed on the same day as nomination hearings for Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson, adding a collective spirit of defiance to talk of preserving the country’s largest public housing agency. The De Blasio administration vows to press on, regardless of the new administration’s priorities, which appear to involve gutting all federal agencies the President’s cronies cannot use for profiteering.

“We have a multi-year strategic plan NextGeneration NYCHA that’s not a kitchen sink plan; it’s very specific, and we’re moving forward,” said Reema Khanvani, director of NYCHA’s Office for Public/Private Partnerships and president of newly formed Project Fund for Public Housing non-profit, which coordinated private sector grants for the guidelines.

“We don’t know what the policy priorities will be, but we know what New Yorkers’ priorities are, so we are moving forward with that plan, because it’s the best investment in public housing in New York City.”

STEPHEN ZACKS
The clean, white-walled exhibition space, the now-preferred one for displaying art, did not materialize overnight, as Mark Wigley and others show in their histories of exhibition design. Sheetrocked walls with smooth, joint-compounded planes, set inside an old industrial building with clear polyurethane wood floors, exposed beams, and metal straps, can be traced back to the 1980s.

One of the first interior spaces to show the power of these minimalist white-walled spaces was likely the Dia Art Foundation at 548 West 22nd Street in Chelsea, New York, designed in 1985. This space was designed by Richard Gluckman, who can—as much as any other architect—be credited with creating spaces influenced by the minimalist art of the period. His firm, now Gluckman Tang Architects (Dana Tang, who has worked in the office since 1995, became his partner in 2015), has built on this minimalism-inspired base of design ideas with 22 employees that design scores of major projects. In the last three years they have become a truly global practice with important projects on three continents. Gluckman Tang always seems to have an impressive portfolio of museums, galleries, and institutional projects on the boards. It, like any firm, doesn’t realize all of its commission or competition entries, but it is clear that it is a firm that institutions trust to create an appropriate and workable spaces, like: the Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum in New York, the Gagosian Gallery in Chelsea, and the Zhejiang University Art and Archaeology Museum in China. Gluckman, whose first major New York project was a townhouse for Heiner Friedrich and Philippa de Menil in 1977, has also built on this foundation to create scores of lofts, private homes, and other residential projects since the 1970s. Gluckman Tang seems to have hit a sweet spot as an office with a manageable number of employees and a reputation that ensures that they will continue to interview with enviable clients offering desirable, even glamorous, commissions.

WILLIAM MENKING
For years, builders across the western and southwestern regions have been moving in piecemeal efforts toward developing Net-Zero Energy (NZE) housing models for mass production, as new regulations envision the near-future proliferation of NZE building types, and energy-conscious consumers begin to ask for these structures as well. NZE buildings—a widely and variously defined concept—generally produce as much energy as they consume over the course of a year. They aim to reduce overall energy consumption while also generating renewable energy on site. Builders have discovered that the best way to standardize NZE building methods is to lower overall building energy consumption first, and only then tackle costly additions like green technology. That means increasing insulation values within building walls while also tightening the exterior envelope. It is also important to place mechanical equipment within conditioned spaces and to program interior spaces with an eye toward solar exposure. After energy-efficient appliances are specified and a building energy analysis is conducted, designers move to size energy systems appropriately for the remaining energy loads. This tactic generates tight, efficient buildings that require smaller and cheaper solar panel installations. Because many of the building-related approaches—like constructing walls out of larger two-by-six-foot studs to create a wider insulation cavity—are easy to do and do not require builders to learn new skills, these approaches have brought down the potential cost of NZE buildings substantially.

MODUS Development’s designs for NZE townhomes utilize building massing elements to create shading, facilitate passivity, and drive down overall energy use. New models emerge in multifamily NZE buildings in Arizona.
Using the above strategies, builders like Phoenix, Arizona-based MODUS Development are helping to bring NZE residential buildings into the mainstream even further by developing NZE buildings with contemporary massing and detailing at both single- and multifamily scales.

Ed Gorman, founder and president of MODUS, has been hard at work streamlining and modernizing existing NZE housing models in an effort to stay ahead of California's plan to have all single and most multifamily residential construction be NZE-equivalent by 2020. When the change comes, MODUS will be ready. Gorman expects the housing market to move toward the wide adoption of NZE homes either way. MODUS has completed work on several NZE developments across California and Arizona so far—most recently, a 41-unit development called Equinox in Scottsdale, Arizona. The project—the first NZE apartment complex in Arizona—is organized around a central courtyard, and the one- and two-story units feature deeply recessed balconies and loggia spaces. Gorman explained: “The balconies serve as a heat sink” to facilitate passive ventilation, and the structures “create shade directly from the architecture, the way a modernist building would, instead of as an applied afterthought.” The project came in at the same cost as a non-NZE construction and is fully occupied. The firm’s portfolio for the year includes three new NZE developments: two 20-townhome developments in Scottsdale and a 32-unit multifamily development in Tempe, Arizona.

For Gorman, the NZE strategy is a no-brainer. “Highly efficient buildings have higher tenant retention, often sell for as much if not more, and cost less to build than traditional buildings,” he said. “If you can make it work in the desert of Arizona, you can make it do anywhere.” The future of building in Arizona and California, it seems, is heading toward Net-Zero.
BIPARTISAN TIMBER INNOVATION ACT GAINS SUPPORT IN CONGRESS

Climate-change denial appears to be on the verge of becoming official U.S. policy. But all hope for reducing our carbon footprint is not lost. Case in point is the pending Timber Innovation Act, one of the rare eco-friendly pieces of legislation that enjoys bipartisan support. The bill (H.R. 1380, S. 538) seeks to establish a market for so-called mass timber buildings more than 85 feet tall that are built from panelized wood construction products such as cross-laminated timber (CLT) and glued-laminated timber (glulam).

“Building with wood benefits both rural economies and the environment,” U.S. senator Debbie Stabenow (D-Michigan) said when she announced the legislation in early March. “This bill will help expand markets for wood products coming out of forests in Michigan and all across the country. At the same time, using wood for construction reduces pollution and incentives private landowners to keep their land forested, rather than selling it to developers.”

Architects who study the new wood construction materials say mass timber has economic, ecological, seismic and aesthetic advantages over steel and concrete. “Photosynthesis, the process of growing a tree, absorbs CO2,” explained New Haven architect Alan Organschi, adding, “Until it burns or decomposes, that carbon will stay in the wood like a bank investment.”

The concrete and steel industries are adamantly opposed to the Timber Innovation Act. More than 160 stakeholders from the construction, labor, and building-materials sectors jointly signed a letter to the U.S. Senate opposing a version of the bill introduced last year. The letter questioned the fire and structural safety of mass timber building at the same time, the bill would create an “imbalance in the marketplace by allowing the federal government to choose winners and losers.”

However, the bill’s supporters say the new wood technology promises to significantly reduce carbon loads in the building industry, which is currently responsible for close to half of the U.S.’s greenhouse gas emissions. A typical mid-rise concrete and steel building, because it relies on pollution-generating resource-extraction industries, is responsible for emitting 2,160 tons of CO2 in its construction and lifetime, according to Timber City, an initiative undertaken by Organic Carpentry, Gray Organschi Architecture, that is supported by the Hines Research Fund for Advanced Sustainability at Yale University. In contrast, because trees are a renewable resource that sequester CO2, a typical mass timber mid-rise building built from wood harvested from sustainably managed forest is responsible for capturing 4,720 tons of CO2.

Innovations in mass timber technology also resolve fire-proofing and seismic issues that, until recently, were a major disincentive to using wood in large urban buildings, according to Yugen Kim, founding partner of the architecture firm IKD, who curated the exhibit Timber and the City at the National Building Museum in Washington last fall. “U.S. cities in the 1800s used to be made of wood, but that changed,” he said. “Now, because of products like CLT, we will be able to use wood in the centers of our cities the way we did in the past.”

Tall wood building construction is most advanced in Europe, especially in Austria, which boasts the world’s largest mass timber industry. An example of a commercially viable mass timber development that garnered worldwide attention is the nine-story Murray Grove designed by Waugh Thistleton Architects, which was built in London in 2008. It consists of wood load-bearing walls, wood elevator cores and wood floor slabs. In addition to paying off for the environment, Murray Grove took only 49 weeks to build, whereas an equivalent-size concrete structure would typically have taken 72 weeks to build.

The mass timber industry is still in its infancy in the U.S. There are only several wood companies that make mass timber products, and local building codes generally disallow tall wood structures. The Timber Innovation Act seeks to change that situation by funding competitive research on mass timber technology at institutions of higher learning and by making funds available for a tall timber building competition and a wood innovation program for retrofitting sawmills in areas where there is high unemployment.

The pending legislation expands upon a federal program created by the U.S. Tall Wood Building Prize Competition, which in 2015 awarded $3 million to support construction of two such structures. One was Framework, a 12-story mixed-use building in Portland, Oregon, designed by Lever Architecture, which is supported by the Hines Timber Innovation Act. As a result, “this an even playing field,” Organschi said. “We have just no such thing as too much.”

In giving the increased environmental concerns over the widespread use of steel and concrete, mass timber promises to be a more palatable alternative. “What the Timber Innovation Act does is make this an even playing field,” Organschi said. “We have these vast forest reserves which are not being utilized… By using mass configurations of timber, we will get more carbon sequestration.”

ALEX ULAM

BKL NAMED AS LEAD ARCHITECT FOR THE RESTORATION OF THE 1953 WORLD’S FAIR HOUSE OF TOMORROW

Atop a tall sand dune overlooking the southern shore of Lake Michigan sits one of the last remnants of the 1933 Chicago Century of Progress World’s Fair. In severe need of restoration, the House of Tomorrow, designed by Chicago architect George Fred Keck, is set to receive an update from a team of Chicago firms.

The announcement by Indiana Landmarks named BKL Architecture as the architecture and interior design lead. Bauer Latroia Studio will offer historic preservation services and Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates will be the structural engineer. Willoughby Engineering will handle mechanical, electrical, and plumbing engineering, and HJKessler Associates will act as the sustainability consultant. In fall 2016, the National Trust for Historic Preservation and Indiana Landmarks launched a $2.5 million campaign to restore the house after the Trust named it a National Treasure. At the time of the fair, the house was often referred to by the media as “America’s First Glass House,” and it was a beacon of modern technology for the World’s Fair’s 39 million visitors. The glass curtain walls came nearly 20 years before both Philip Johnson’s 1949 Glass House and Mies van der Rohe’s 1951 Farnsworth House, which sits only 90 miles directly to the west. Giving a view of an optimistic future, the home focused on how science and technology could improve everyday life.

The House of Tomorrow’s innovations include an “iceless” refrigerator, the first-ever General Electric dishwasher, and copious amounts of glass for passive solar heating. Keck would later go on to design 300 other passive solar houses, mostly in the Chicago area, before he lost his sight. But the House of Tomorrow remains a standout for its modernism.

The 12-sided home radiates from a central hub that contains mechanical equipment. Spoke-like steel glass cantilevers from the center, supporting the second and third floor concrete slabs. This unusual structural system allows for an open floor plan, which is also rare for its time. The plan for the restoration includes removing deteriorated surfaces and revealing this steel framework. The house’s iconic glass facade will be replaced with contemporary smart glass.

The story of the House of Tomorrow after the fair is almost as eccentric as the house itself. After the closing of the World’s Fair, a Chicago developer named Robert Bartlett commissioned a fleet of barges and trucks to move the house and four other houses from the exposition to their current resting place in Beverly Shores, Indiana. Bartlett’s plan was to develop a vacation hotspot for Chicago. While this may not have worked out for him, they have become a pilgrimage point for architects and beachgoers alike as part of the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.

Though listed in the National Registry of Historic Places in the 1980s, the houses had fallen into severe disrepair by the 1990s. In order to save them, Indiana Landmarks was able to lease the homes from the National Parks Service and sublease four of them to individuals. Those sub-leases were obligated to restore them, at their own expense, in exchange for long-term residency. The cost for the restoration of the four houses was in excess of one million each, and the House of Tomorrow’s atypical materials and construction meant Indiana Landmarks would have to do the work itself.

But, with the naming of the restoration team and fundraising, the future of the House of Tomorrow is bright. MM

Often considered the first glass house, the House of Tomorrow was state of the art when it was built in 1933.
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I was amazed at their energy, determination, and facility with almost every challenge of the brief. It was mid-term, so many issues were not unexpectedly left unresolved, but few were ignored. Andy and Patrick had guided these 10 folks to unique, provocative, and dare I say even poetic solutions. It was hard for this architect, trained in these same jury pits in the pre-digital age, to believe the sheer skill with which these schemes were iterated, analyzed, evaluated, and presented. There was no question that the students’ development as designers was accelerated by an ability to deploy digital tools—visualization, cogent drawing and diagramming, CNC-model fabrication—in the service of their craft, augmented with an array of beautiful hand sketches. All these skills were clearly mutually amplifying. I don’t think any of my final presentations in school were nearly as resolved, nor presented so beautifully.
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A wave of new technologies is transforming the architecture, engineering, and construction industries. On May 23, The Architect’s Newspaper will host the first trade expo and forum to investigate this convergence: TECH+.

Taking place during NYCxDesign month, New York’s official citywide celebration of design, the conference incorporates visionary speakers, engaging panels, live demos, and product displays from leaders in emerging fields like virtual reality, smart buildings, parametrics, advanced materials, drones and robotics, AEC Software, and mobile apps.

Architects, engineers, designers, builders, real-estate professionals, investors, entrepreneurs, software developers, students, and makers will converge at Metropolitan West in New York—the center of one of America’s fastest growing tech markets—to discover innovations, come across start-ups, meet top experts, and build connections.

A conference addressing new architectural technologies is both needed and timely, spurring new ideas, cross-pollination, and innovation.

“We see TECH+ as the place where technology companies and the AEC industry converge,” said The Architect’s Newspaper publisher Diana Darling. “We want to share what’s happening and start pulling people together. These fields are developing quickly, and people are eager to build a community.”

Over the past six years, AN has hosted 26 events for Facades+, a series of conferences taking place in cities around the country focusing on the future of building envelopes. TECH+ will build on that series’ success by teaming up with Microsol Resources TechPerspectives conference to host a full day of inspired presentations on the Innovation Stage.

Presenters at TECH+ will include keynote speaker Hao Ko, a Gensler principal who helped mastermind the Nvidia headquarters building in Santa Clara, California, and the Mercedes-Benz headquarters building in Atlanta; Kerenza Harris, leader of Morphosis Architects’ advanced technology team; and leaders of innovative companies like Graphisoft, Humanscale, Kohn Pedersen Fox (KPF), FXFowle, Thornton Tomasetti, and more.

Panels will discuss, among other topics, start-up technology investment, workplace design, digital printing and fabrication, virtual-reality environments, and on-site drone footage. More than a dozen exhibitors hail from around the AEC industry, in fields like BIM (building information modeling) software, virtual reality (VR), 3-D printing, engineering, and computer graphics. The conference will also showcase know-how from some of the city’s top tech incubators and research from cutting-edge technology programs at design schools like Columbia GSAPP, Parsons, MIT DesignX, and Pratt.

“TECH+ is a new type of conference,” said Darling. “We’re focusing on completely new ideas and techniques, and gauging where the future of the AEC will be and how we get there.”

SAM LUBELL

Chaos Group is a worldwide leader in computer graphics, helping artists and designers create photoreal imagery and animation for design, television, and feature films. Software like V-Ray, Phoenix FD, and VRscans dominate the fields of creative storytelling and digital design. Chaos Group founder Vladimir Yoylabov received a 2017 Academy Awards plaque for V-Ray’s role in bringing CGI to feature films. At TECH+, Chaos Group will be showcasing its technologies for the AEC industry, particularly its newest VR capabilities.

chaosgroup.com

Graphisoft ignited the BIM revolution in 1984 with ARCHICAD, the industry’s first BIM software for architects. The company continues to lead the industry with innovative solutions like BIMcloud, the world’s first real-time BIM collaboration environment, and EcoDesigner, the world’s first fully BIM-integrated green-design solution. At TECH+, Graphisoft will showcase BIMx, the world’s leading mobile app for BIM visualization on computers, iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and Google Cardboard. Part of the Nemetschek Group, Graphisoft offers valuable learning tools like online seminars, tests, books, training videos, and in-person training. Sister companies in the Nemetschek group include Bluebeam, Vectorworks, Allplan, Nevion, and several more.

graphisoft.com
Iris VR offers intuitive virtual-reality software for the AEC industry that works seamlessly with existing 3-D software. Offerings like Prospect (for explorable VR) and Scope (for 360-degree panoramas) give you a true sense of depth and space before anything has been built. Architects and builders like Ennead, SHoP, HMC, and Corgan have quickly generated realistic virtual environments to aid with their design process and client communications. At TECH+, Iris VR will showcase its new experiences for Prospect, providing the ability to have multiple users within the same virtual-reality model, with real-time audio and visual feedback.

InsiteVR is a platform for AEC companies to create and manage virtual reality presentations across their offices. InsiteVR’s tools allow users to remotely control VR presentations, collect feedback from clients, and easily share to mobile headsets like the GearVR. The company provides virtual reality experiences in seconds with models from Sketchup, Blender, Rhino, Revit, or any other 3-D modeling. At TECH+, Insite VR will showcase Analytics, a new feature in which virtual reality walkthroughs can be replayed and analyzed to learn more about user behavior in a space. Its heat map functionality provides additional data on the distribution of users’ attention while going through a virtual representation of the space.

Humanscale is the leading designer and manufacturer of ergonomic products that improve health and comfort at work and beyond. At TECH+ it will show off OfficeIQ, its newest innovation, which integrates computer software into ergonomic design, transforming traditional offices into active, intelligent workspaces that help users make healthier decisions. More products include seating, sit-stand desks, keyboard systems, and lighting. Humanscale’s ergonomic consulting services—used for more than 2,000 organizations since 2008—help organizations develop and implement comprehensive, cost-effective ergonomics programs.

Iron-Horse Systems is a full-service certified distributor of IoT systems for lighting control. The company provides sensor layouts and network design along with the programming and maintenance services necessary to tie the specified lighting system into the end user’s IoT or BMS platform. This ensures a complete, reliable system from design through completion. At TECH+, Iron Horse will be showcasing several of its IoT solutions for smart buildings.

Nvidia designs graphics processing units (GPU) for the gaming market, as well as system-on-a-chip units for the mobile computing and automotive markets. Nvidia’s invention of the GPU in 1999 sparked the growth of the PC gaming market, redefined modern computer graphics, and revolutionized parallel computing. More recently, GPU deep learning has ignited modern AI—the next era of computing—with the GPU acting as the brain of computers, robots, and self-driving cars that can perceive and understand the world. Nvidia is working with Gensler to realize their new headquarters in Santa Clara. At TECH+, Gensler principal Hao Ko will be speaking about Gensler’s close collaboration with the company to visualize the project in VR through the Nvidia’s Iray rendering engine.

Microsol Resources has been a reseller of engineering and architecture software—such as V-Ray, Bluebeam, and Rhino—since 1986. Microsol specializes in building- and civil-infrastructure software, but its suite of offerings also includes training, certification, and product support. The company helps innovative clients get the most out of their designs and technology investments through installation, activation, and continued follow-up. The firm services big offices like Bjarke Ingels Group, David Adjaye Associates, Rafael Viñoly, and KPF, as well as start-ups and sole proprietors. Microsol’s annual TechPerspectives conference, launched in 2013, focuses on the most exciting technologies driving change in the design and construction industries. The conference showcases industry leaders and innovative technologies including BIM, 3-D printing, virtual reality, digital design and fabrication, and more. The event has taken place in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. This year’s TechPerspectives will be held at TECH+.
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Walter P. Moore is an international company of engineers and innovators who solve some of the world’s most complex structural and infrastructural challenges. Focusing on structure, diagnostics, and technology, the firm works in almost 20 market sectors, from aviation to stadiums to tall buildings. At TECH+, the company will be presenting its work in VR, which has helped it open doors to unique methods of collaboration. The company will show off its proprietary tools developed for the Unity platform, helping clients understand spaces, compare facade details, check visibility of signage, and detect model clashes. The firm’s tailored approach allows it to collaborate with clients to add new customized content to any build.

walterpmoore.com

Panzura, founded in 2008 by a team of engineers with experience at the country’s top IT companies, specializes in cloud-based storage and file-protection products. The company’s infrastructure leverages superfast, high-performance, secure Internet technology to create an interconnected, unified global file system—regardless of physical location. With Panzura’s patented global file-locking technology, BIM and CAD users across the world can work together like they’re in the same room. This capability reduces application and file-open and -sync time for distributed users from 20 or 30 minutes to just seconds. At TECH+, Panzura will be showcasing Freedom Collaboration, which provides cloud convenience, security, and communication with LAN speed and performance.

panzura.com

PlanGrid is construction software made for the field that allows plans and markups to be instantaneously shared with everyone on a project, no matter where they are. It lets contractors, architects, and building owners collaborate from their desktops or mobile devices across all of their project plans, specs, photos, RFIs, and punch lists. Today, the company stores over 50 million blueprints, making it the largest digital blueprint repository in the world—translating into over $85 million saved on paper and printing. At TECH+, PlanGrid will share how the company is leading the industry’s digitization and transformation to the cloud by arming construction workers with the best productivity tools. Over 500,000 projects have used PlanGrid to finish on time and under budget.

plangrid.com

Voodoo Manufacturing, located in East Williamsburg, Brooklyn, operates the 3-D printing factory of the future, helping companies and individuals bridge the gap between their first prototype and their first high-volume production run. In addition to 3-D printing, Voodoo offers high-tech materials and advanced post-processing, helping produce objects for architecture and engineering as well as marketing, entertainment, fashion, hardware manufacturing, and consumer products. At TECH+, Voodoo cofounder Jonathan Schwartz will discuss the future of digital manufacturing and what it means for people making physical products.

voodoomfg.com

PlanGrid is construction software made for the field that allows plans and markups to be instantaneously shared with everyone on a project, no matter where they are. It lets contractors, architects, and building owners collaborate from their desktops or mobile devices across all of their project plans, specs, photos, RFIs, and punch lists.
For 47 years, the Lakeview Pantry on Chicago’s North Side has provided for the poor and hungry. Through food distribution and self-help initiatives and programs, the pantry has become a staple of its immediate neighbors as well as the greater Chicago community. When it came to establishing its first permanent space, the much-lauded organization turned to local firm Wheeler Kearns.

Originally known as the People’s Pantry of Lakeview, the organization was spread out among a variety of buildings throughout the neighborhood, often with administrations and operations in separate spaces. An adaptive reuse project, the new Lakeview Pantry brings the entire operation under one roof a few blocks from Lake Michigan, nestled up against the overhead L tracks. Wheeler Kearns’s design for the 7,500-square-foot two-story space brings together the Pantry’s food distribution and social services programs, as well as the administrative staff, with connected spaces and natural light. The lower level includes the waiting area with a distribution counter, walk-in freezer-cooler, dry storage, and sorting room. The goal of the public face of project was to match the Pantry’s own mission by providing a dignified space for those in need. The bright front space serves over 8,000 people a year, with over 600 tons of food distributed in the form of 14-day supplies, so the front of house sees a lot of traffic and a lot of food. Bathed in sunlight, a wood staircase leads to the upper level. Efficiently laid out offices fill the majority of the upstairs. Much-needed private meeting spaces, a conference room, and open staff office space are lit from above and from the two ends of the thin building.

While the project was only recently finished, it has already reserved for the wealthy, but that everybody can gain from design, was always the goal.”

Richard H. Driehaus Foundation Award for Architectural Excellence in Community Design, an annual award given to outstanding built community-design projects in Chicago.

“When you work with an organization whose mission is so powerful and important, and they approach that mission with such vigor and earnestness, it is pretty easy to get behind it,” said project architect Danny Wick when he received the Driehaus award at the end of February. “Asking for help can be a pretty undignified thing to have to do. To try and bring a dignified experience to that, and recognize that good design is not only...”

The public areas of the Lakeview Pantry provide comfortable, colorful spaces for the thousands who use the pantry’s services.
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This multipurpose stool has the ability to keep people moving, which in turn increases productivity. A “waterfall edge” provides relief to hamstrings, while the sway base engages the core and promotes active sitting, a major component of Allseating’s product development philosophy.

allseating.com

Philippe Starck’s classic Caprice chair has been updated for contract applications—with the intention of combining the comfort of an office chair and the elegance of a dining seat. The sleek shell is now available with a four-spoke base that can be specified with or without wheels, and a flared support that can be customized in two new matte shades: white and mud.

cassina.com

Available in bar and counter heights, the Cafe stool’s wood legs add a bit of warmth to hospitality or workplace environments. The new styles are available with polypropylene, wood, or upholstered seats with a natural oak base.

coaless.com

Reminiscent of the vertebrae in the human spine, Trea is designed to protect the body. The subtle curve and pivoting backrest provide the user with a natural reclining position that maximizes comfort. Available with three different base options, this Todd Bracher design is now offered with upholstered seats.

humanscale.com

BY BECCA BLASDEL

CONTRACT SEATING OPTIONS THAT ARE ANYTHING BUT BORING, THESE VERSATILE CHAIRS OFFER COMFORT, DURABILITY, AND HIGH STYLE.
The Soft Modular Sofa by Jasper Morrison plays off his approach to “super normal,” a term he coined to illustrate that pieces should be “understated, useful, and responsible.” The low-slung sofa could easily fit in any home and is constructed with a spring core and various foams to ensure that it maintains its shape in high-traffic settings.

vitra.com

This multipurpose lounge-table combo can stand alone or be combined to create informal meeting spaces or larger rows ideal for waiting rooms and lounges. Sebastian Herkner’s design for Telo was inspired by the camp seats he experienced in Afrikaans lodges, and is available in four stainless-steel color options and grosgrain upholstery.

cappellini.com

Launched at Orgatec and debuting at NeoCon this year, the Occo collection allows nearly unlimited choices for designers. The line includes more than 70 different models of chairs and tables that can be mixed in a variety of combinations to achieve almost any look. There are four frames, six shell colors, and three types of cushioning in addition to felt, fabric, and leather upholstery options for maximum customization.

wilkhahn.com
FRESH TAKES ON ARCHITECTURAL AND TASK LIGHTING
CREATE FLEXIBLE MODERN SPACES

1 SQUARE SCONCE
LIGHTART

An exciting new way to incorporate color, LightArt’s newest (and only rectangular) style comes in more than 250 hue options. The lightweight shade, made of 3form’s Varia Ecoresin, allows for the white solid-state LEDs to bounce color around a room, without changing the color of the space.

lightart.com

2 BEVELED BLOCK
USAI

These cubic fixtures offer the look of exposed lighting without the excess visible electrical connections. BevelLED BLOCK can be specified in white, black, gray, and bronze, in addition to custom colors. Plus, it can emit light in color temperatures ranging from warm firelight (2200K) to daylight (6000K).

usai-lighting.com

3 PANTRAC
ERCO

Pantrac achieves optimal performance for vertical lighting by using custom-designed LED modules equipped with either warm white (3000K) or neutral white (4000K) LEDs. Its subtle design and aluminum casing allow the architecture, art, or furniture to be the main focus of any space.

erco.com

4 AMBLE
LIGHTCORP

Created by lighting designer Stephan Copeland, the Amble task light has no moving joints, yet remains highly adjustable. Its curvaceous form is battery powered and features a dimmable LED. To choose between three different light settings, simply rock Amble to the desired position.

lightcorp.com

5 THIN TASK LAMP
JUNIPER

A natural evolution of Juniper’s sleek THIN suspension, this lamp would fit in myriad hospitality, workplace, and even residential spaces. Juniper melds old-world materials with modern forms, using raw brass, black oxide, and satin nickel for THIN. A springless hinge and mounted ball joint allow the piece to move 360 degrees, and even fold completely in half. It is available in mountable and standing versions.

juniper-design.com
**CONTRACT TEXTILES ARE EVOLVING TOWARD COMFORT AND CALM IN SUCH A WAY THAT ANY SPACE CAN FEEL MORE LIKE A HOME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOMENTUM</strong>&lt;br&gt;STYLE LIBRARY CONTRACT</td>
<td><strong>CARNEGIE X ALLSTEEL</strong>&lt;br&gt;ALLSTEEL</td>
<td><strong>AZUMA</strong>&lt;br&gt;KNOLLTEXTILES</td>
<td><strong>COLOR COMPOUND</strong>&lt;br&gt;LUUM</td>
<td><strong>HESTER</strong>&lt;br&gt;DESIGNTEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This collection comprising 16 designs is inspired by architecture and nature. This large selection of mixable textiles comes in a variety of materials and textures. With 74 different color options, these complementary prints are a designer’s dream.</td>
<td>Two major players in the contract world are joining forces to provide ease and increased quality for customers. Allsteel will now offer Carnegie’s PVC-free textiles graded for Allsteel furnishings.</td>
<td>Inspired by traditional Japanese motifs, Azuma, which means east, features four upholstery fabrics named Kabuki, Sashiko, Zen Wave, and Kaya. Kabuki is a bold graphic print that represents the ancient style of Japanese theater, while Zen Wave features a soft print based on classic kimono designs. Each textile is suitable for a variety of uses and is water-, soil-, stain- and/or bacteria-repellent.</td>
<td>An example of “Millennial Pink” creeping into the interior design realm, this collection of contract textiles influenced by architect Luis Barragán’s use of color. The raw textures and simple geometries foster more peaceful environments.</td>
<td>Debuting at NeoCon 2017, Hester is a digitally printed wallcovering inspired by Bauhaus masters. Designer Joe Kievitt created an original piece of artwork using masking tape, handmade tools, and a steady drawing hand. The painstaking process resulted in a graphic pattern with a handcrafted quality. Additionally, Hester is certified to SCS Indoor Advantage Gold.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[stylelibrarycontract.com](http://stylelibrarycontract.com)  [allsteeloffice.com](http://allsteeloffice.com)  [knoll.com](http://knoll.com)  [luumtextiles.com](http://luumtextiles.com)  [designtex.com](http://designtex.com)
In the Navy Yard

The Pacific Pointe development, designed by David Baker Architects (DBA) with Interstice Architects as associate and landscape architects, is the first 100-percent-affordable housing development in the new Hunters View area of San Francisco.

The development is among the first completed projects in the new 420-acre neighborhood, a former naval shipyard that was—until recently—the tip of San Francisco.

Pacifi c Pointe is among the ﬁ rst of many new projects coming to the new Hunters View neighborhood in San Francisco. Center and right: The complex is marked by a series of playful, multi-level courtyards that connect residential units and the complex to the outdoors and surrounding neighborhood.

Part of a larger master plan funded by the North Dallas Lamplighter School’s “Igniting Young Minds for a Lifetime of Learning” campaign, a new Innovation Lab and Lamplighter Barn are aimed at marrying technology and the school’s storied cooperative learning curriculum.

Both buildings were designed by Arkansas-based architect Marlon Blackwell and represent his ﬁ rst built works in North Texas. The Innovation Lab takes a striking visual direction through linear design moves and the introduction of copper in a broad stroke. “Copper is a durable and elegant material,” Blackwell said. The patina that will form over time will create variation in the facade as it responds to the movement of the sun overhead.

The intent to use a long-lasting material was essential to the campus’ direction from the outset. Blackwell’s team developed a proﬁ le and standing seam system in line with their experience through the use of similar materials and articulation on past projects.

With contractors Hill & Wilkinson and Sterling Roof Byer Barn and Innovation Lab are set to open summer 2017.

MICHAEL FRIEBLE
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The Bulleit distillery’s raw industrial material and modular design will allow it to grow as the company’s increased production and introduces new products.

Columbia Square articulates a pragmatic vision for the future of Hollywood as a mixed-use, creative capital that pays homage to its past without sacrificing density. The original International Style Columbia Square Studios complex, designed by architect William Lescaze in 1938, was used by the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) as a West Coast base of operations when most Americans received news and entertainment via radio. The then-state-of-the-art studios and soundstages put Hollywood on the map as an entertainment center and were in continuous use until 2007. The development was acquired by Kitroy Realty in 2012, which renovated and expanded the complex with Rios Clemente Hale Studios and House & Robertson serving as architects and with Historic Resources Group as preservation architects. The complex originally greeted Sunset Boulevard with a roundabout driveway and a collection of store-fronts. The studios were located in the five-story Radio building. A series of ancillary structures located behind the driveway and above the retail spaces contained soundstages and offices, respectively. These components—including the operable, historic steel-frame ribbon windows cladding the original buildings—have been restored beautifully. The driveway has been closed off and transformed into a pedestrian plaza, an original grass roundabout updated and replanted with native sedges and artwork.

The Radio building now houses the Los Angeles outpost of Neuehouse, a private arts-focused cultural club. An existing warehouse was reconstructed and repurposed as a 15,000-square-foot office space called Studio BC, while new office and apartment towers rise around a central courtyard toward the rear of the complex. That wooden bow-truss structure was formerly used as a sound stage and has been partially deconstructed—the existing truss is preserved as an architectural relic while the new structure rising around it has been designed with expressed steel truss elements that support a curvilinear roof. The new space features a spacious interior design by Bestor Architects, including an open, glass-clad mezzanine-level conference room, a dual-core, 250,000-square-foot structure presents a relatively generic collection of office spaces outfitted with alternating panes of opaque and translucent glass that complement the Radio building’s horizontal ribbon windows. The five-story block rises on a row of circular concrete columns and, toward the northern edge of the site, features terraced sections that have been individually branded by new tenants. The heart of the campus is the central, multilevel plaza that contains an amphitheater and connects the complex to surrounding streets via a series of pedestrian access points. The plaza also functions as a water-collection system that uses a raised platform to filter water through various vegetated swales and planters. Paved in an abstract geometric pattern, the expanses tie together the site’s requirements—flexible social connectivity spaces, rainwater filtration areas, and a pedestrian-focused connectivity to the surrounding neighborhoods—while utilizing a subdued and comfortable material palette. Opposite the Gover Building, another blocky structure referred to as the El Centro Building, a 200,000-square-foot single-core structure containing several floors of creative offices designed with higher floor-to-floor heights and exposed ceilings. The El Centro Building also contains a 5,600-square-foot terrace overlooking the plaza that will shine as a social space when fully built out and occupied. Topping off the complex is the Hollywood Proper Residences, a 21-story faceted tower containing 200 high-end apartments. The tower design includes work by GBD Architects and features interior designs by Kelly Wearstler. The tower’s silhouette is patterned with alternating vertical bands of the same opaque and transparent curtain walls that clad the Gover Building. The housing tower, both in terms of height and program, establishes the project as a step forward in L.A.’s urban identity and signals a hint of things to come, with several other mixed-use highrise projects due to appear around and behind historic structures nearby.

Hale, noting this trajectory and the countervailing increase in anti-development density while in recent years, explained, “Hollywood is going to get more dense, but there is a lot of space here, too. To the degree we can make it a more active and interesting urban environment, that’s a benefit. It’s being built along transit, and integrated into the city. People would like it happen that way, it’s going to.”

The Bulleit distillery, maker of Bulleit whiskey, celebrated its 30th anniversary in a big way with the opening of a completely new facility and probably a few sips of its amber-colored product. While Bulleit is now owned by London-based Diageo PLC, the grand opening of the new facility also coincides with founder Tom Bulleit’s birthday. Set on 300 acres outside Shelbyville, Kentucky, the new distillery leverages the latest in warehousing and distilling processes to reduce impact on the environment. Included in the new facility is the first industrial solar array in the area. The solar array is able to collect enough energy to run all the distillery’s on-site mobile equipment. An overall modular design also means that the layout was able to be carried out with little tree clearing as possible. The land planning, civil engineering, and landscape architecture were all carried out by Louisville-based Land Design & Development (LD&D). LD&D was also the local planning consultant.

Until the completion of the new distillery, Bulleit Bourbon was distilled at another company’s facility. Now able to produce 1.8 million proof gallons of whiskey per year in house, Bulleit has greatly improved control over its own distilling process. The company can now more easily explore the production of other lines of whiskey as well. At the heart of the operation is a 52-foot still, designed and built by Louisville-based Vendome Copper & Brass Works. Four barrel houses on the campus are able to hold 55,000 barrels for aging.

“Seeing this distillery come to life has been a truly surreal experience that couldn’t have been achieved without the tireless work of so many men and women,” said Tom Bulleit at the opening. Yet the story of Bulleit is just as surreal. According to Tom Bulleit, the first Bulleit Bourbon was made by his great-great-grandfather, Augustus Bulleit, in pre-Civil War Kentucky. The legend goes that after loading up a boat with barrels of bourbon and heading off to New Orleans in 1860, Augustus was never seen again.

While the $115 million project is not yet open to the public, guests can visit the new Bulleit Frontier Whiskey Experience in the company’s original Louisville, Kentucky, distillery as they work their way down the Kentucky Bourbon Trail. MM

RCH Studios adds contemporary additions to a historic complex, increasing density while paying homage to the site’s the architectural significance.
IN 2017, WELLNESS IS MORE THAN BEING HEALTHY—IT IS A LIFESTYLE THAT IS INFLUENCING EVERY ASPECT OF OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT.
Performance certifications like LEED, Passivhaus, and Green Globes have changed the way we think of baseline environmental concerns, but a new set of rubrics looks to build on those standards. The concept of wellness in many ways is an extension of the environmental movement, as it expands the ideals of building performance to the human experience. There are several programs that fall under these formulas, such as Fitwel, developed by the General Services Administration (GSA) and Center for Active Design (CiAD), and the Living Building Challenge by the International Living Future Institute, which is more focused on the envelope of a building. Both are great resources for making healthier and more livable places.

The WELL Building Standard® (WELL) is a "performance-based system for measuring, certifying, and monitoring features of buildings that impact the health and well-being of the people who live, work, and learn in them." It is administered by the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) and has been employed by engineering firm Arup for its Boston office—designed by Dyer Brown Architects—and by the American Society of Interior Designers for its Perkins + Will–designed headquarters in Washington, D.C. Others, like SOM Interior Design partner Stephen Apking, developed by the General Services Administration (GSA) and Center for Active Design (CiAD), and the Living Building Challenge by the International Living Future Institute, which is more focused on the envelope of a building. Both are great resources for making healthier and more livable places.

The WELL Building Standard® (WELL) is a "performance-based system for measuring, certifying, and monitoring features of buildings that impact the health and well-being of the people who live, work, and learn in them." It is administered by the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) and has been employed by engineering firm Arup for its Boston office—designed by Dyer Brown Architects—and by the American Society of Interior Designers for its Perkins + Will–designed headquarters in Washington, D.C. Others, like SOM Interior Design partner Stephen Apking, used the WELL Standard as a guideline for projects outside the U.S., such as the Japan Tobacco International (JTI) headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.

The key to WELL’s success is its ability to use the scientific evidence to support claims about wellness that have until recently been too esoteric. "Research is required to take it from the anecdotal to something that we can clearly define, with added value," said Apking, who reported that clients are often convinced by the data and metrics that support WELL.

The standards are useful for giving clients an idea of how to design a healthy workplace, said Apking, who explained that the research into the measurable qualities of building environments has led his team at SOM to push wellness more aggressively. He cites a Harvard University study that focuses on air quality. It found that though LEED buildings get to a point where they do help workers, they should also remove carbon dioxide in addition to VOCs. This is how wellness can go beyond environmentalism and how science can help give clients more specific assurance rather than just anecdotal tales of healthy environments.

At Arup’s Boston office, it has developed a physical prototype for simultaneously quantitative and qualitative performance assessments. It sets up a continuous air-quality feedback system that monitors air quality, noise, and thermal comfort. "The sensor kit was a way to connect in a multidisciplinary way with the other parts of Arup that are advanced in building software systems," said Mallory Taub, sustainability and WELL consultant at Arup, explaining the monitoring system. "Talking about metrics is extremely important for understanding these design strategies and how your space is performing. Is it making an impact on the people who are using it?"

However, it is important to keep in mind that people are not just numbers. Working with its in-house operational psychology team in London, Arup developed a survey with a series of questions that solicit responses that follow the seven features of WELL. How much are employees using sit-stand desks? How are the dining spaces working? How are lighting and acoustic systems working?

Similarly, designer Ilse Crawford—in her book A Frame for Life—explained the design of her London studio:

"The space is laid out as an apartment, with the intention of keeping the space as domestic as possible, while allowing for us to function as a creative studio. Throughout we have used materials and elements that stimulate rather than curb the senses: wood, stone, proper rugs, plants....The office of the future has a lot to learn from the hospitality industry. It should be a place where people feel good and grounded and motivated. The office of the past was essentially about control, a white-collar factory predicated on measurables and human ‘machines’ rather than people."

When it comes to the WELL framework, Apking also said that the early conversations with the clients allow him to organize the projects conceptually around employee well-being from the start. “It is not easy for clients to talk about this. WELL helps us lay out the concepts that we want to pursue in the design.”

To dive deeper into what wellness means in the workplaces, AN looks at how the ASID headquarters, Arup’s Boston office, and the JTI headquarters have manifested the seven concepts of WELL.

**AIR**

Designers must address issues of air quality standards, including ventilation and filtration systems, to control moisture and reduce harmful particulates.

The shape of the JTI headquarters by SOM helps to draw in fresh air (shown at right), which is then filtered by a hybrid system that also conditions the air through a radiant system in the ceiling tiles, cooling the air with chilled water. This produces an “even coolness” that is both energy efficient and comfortable.

Because Arup’s Boston office is on the tenth floor of the building, it replaced the air handler in the building so that it could have all the systems needed and be able to take on more capacity in the future. It also used an on-demand control system that allows different ventilation depending on occupancy. Conversations around cleaning and facilities maintenance are important for keeping up on this feature.
LIGHT
Beyond the simple specification of lighting devices and the daylighting strategies, WELL calls for light to be controlled in more sophisticated ways that mimic natural and comfortable levels and types. Circadian lighting designs and glare controls for both electric and natural lights.
Arup's lighting designers used the ceiling as a luminous surface (shown at right) by casting light onto it in an even way, reducing glare and dark spots. They also received a WELL innovation credit for their design of an electric circadian lighting system at Arup's Boston office that changes color throughout the day to mimic natural daylight patterns. This involves more blue tones in the middle of the day and warmer tones at the end of the day, which gives the body cues that the day is progressing. The ASID headquarters includes an automated shading system made by Lutron that senses when to control light levels from the exterior. (Shown at middle next page).

MIND
Because the Mind feature is the most esoteric, it requires post-occupancy surveys to be conducted to verify that the design is accomplishing its aims. Beauty, design, and a sense of natural connectivity are all included. For JTI, SOM created environments that it wanted to make “joyful” and “optimistic.” Working with artist Liam Gillick, it developed a series of colorful canvases that move through the building along a staircase (shown at right). Additionally, Lake Geneva and nearby mountains can be viewed from meeting spaces, and the cafeteria at the top of the building has a stunning vista.
At the ASID headquarters, biophilic design strategies such as incorporating natural materials and patterns are employed alongside spatial and architectural configurations meant to inspire and give a sense of subconscious well being. Plants give a sense of peacefulness and add a splash of color, while a soundproof meditation room gives respite from the office environment.

WATER
While environmentalism focuses on reducing water usage, wellness is about water quality. In order to guarantee a base level, this feature sets standards for water purity, targeting inorganic and organic contaminants as well as agricultural contaminants and public-water additives.
Because the municipal water testing doesn’t take into account aging pipe infrastructure, Arup added a chlorine filter to the water line of its building to ensure that drinking water tastes great. Arup also upgraded to a sparkling-water dispenser so that everyone remains hydrated. At ASID’s headquarters, placing water dispensers in desirable areas promotes healthy hydration habits, and no one is more than 100 feet away from water at any time (shown at right).
COMFORT

The comfort feature includes thermal, acoustic, visual, and ergonomic criteria, not only considering ADA accessibility, but also protection from noise generated inside and outside the building. At the ASID headquarters, (shown at right) Perkins + Will used donated furniture by Humanscale, including “Quickstand” sit-stand desks complete with the Humanscale ergonomic setup of monitor arms and adjustable under-desk keyboard trays. Arup’s office used sit-stand desks by Teknion and monitor arms by Humanscale, with smaller individual work areas and more common space. To mitigate noise, the designers used mechanical systems that met lower criteria for noise allowances as well as a range of finish materials that make the space quieter. Armstrong acoustic tiles reduce noise, and the office is fully carpeted with Interface carpet tile that has an organic pattern as part of the biophilic strategy.

NOURISHMENT

By providing quality snacks and office meals, WELL-certified workspaces create an environment conducive to wellness. Transparency about these foods, such as ingredient lists, nutritional facts, and allergy information are required. Unprocessed foods and fruits and vegetables are crucial. Arup’s Boston office (shown at right) likes to brag that it has one of the best office nutritional programs. At first, employees were reluctant to give up their beloved bagel-and-donut breakfasts, but now the office kitchen has a healthy spread that meets WELL standards, as well as a weekly food delivery with transparent ingredients and nutrition facts clearly stated.

FITNESS

The fitness feature requires a design that encourages movement. This can be simply in the form of fitness incentives from the employer, or it can mean the programming of fitness spaces and equipment into the design. JTI’s continuous landscape loops inside and outside the building both vertically and horizontally, (shown at right). The stairs circle and weave through the building up through each floor, which gives employees an attractive walking path instead of elevators. The meeting points, such as the conference center and the coffee and dining spaces, are woven through the building. The fitness center is also along the continuous landscape, which gives people the option of working out indoors and outdoors.
Fifty years ago, the term wellness—if it was used at all—essentially meant “not sick.” Then, throughout the ’80s and ’90s, the rise of gym culture and workplace wellness snow balled into an explosion of fitness boutiques in the early aughts. In city centers and upscale suburbs today, specialized fitness boutiques such as SoulCycle, PureBarre, Barry’s Bootcamp, and FlyWheel are nearly as ubiquitous as Starbucks. Combined with the rapid expansion of “health” branded grocery stores, an uptick in haute athletic wear, and a plethora of juice and smoothie companies, not to mention a proliferation of meditation studios and wellness retreats, the idea of “wellness” has become a fully realized lifestyle choice.

By Olivia Martin

Top: Inscape, a meditation studio designed by Archi-Tectonics, features a ellipsoid Dome room with color therapy lighting.

Bottom: Chicago’s Midtown Athletic Club is adding a boutique hotel on top of its fitness facilities.
Wellness has become not so much a trend as a booming industry. Hotel conglomerates took note about a decade ago, assuming that the same kale-juice-chugging travelers frequenting SoulCycle and Whole Foods would want to stick to their wellness routines on the road. In 2010, Wyndham acquired TRYP, a subset of hotels that offers amenities like in-suite fitness equipment, healthy snacks, and an “energetic fitness center.” In 2012, Las Vegas’s MGM Grand introduced 41 “Stay Well” rooms featuring wellness amenities such as vitamin C-infused showers; aromatherapy and air purification systems; and access to Cleveland Clinic programs for “sleep, stress, and nutritional therapy.” In 2014, InterContinental Hotels Group launched EVEN Hotels with six locations in Norwalk, Connecticut; Rockville, Maryland; Times Square, Midtown East, and Brooklyn, New York; and Omaha, Nebraska. EVEN Hotels not only boast athletic studios, but also in-room personal training, group classes, and the Cork & Kale™ Market and Bar for healthy snacks. The branding, though aggressively green-washed, is apparently successful: Six more EVEN Hotel properties are slated to open in the next few years.

In 2017, fitness companies flipped the script. Luxury fitness brand Equinox recently announced it will open its first hotel in New York’s Hudson Yards development in 2019 with plans to open a second location in Los Angeles soon after. Equinox operates nearly 80 clubs in nine cities in the United States, with additional locations in Toronto and London, with approximately one million members overall. Although sources wouldn’t disclose which architects worked on initial designs, the revealed rendering shows a massive tower, expected to be home to a 60,000-square-foot “super gym” with indoor and outdoor pools in addition to the hotel.

Left: Fitness brand Equinox will open its first hotel in New York’s Hudson Yards in 2019. Top: The Chicago Midtown Athletic Club addition by DMAC Architecture will have four pools, including this one, which can convert to an ice rink in the winter. Above: A meditation room in the Midtown Athletic Club is built with punctured lighting that encourages patrons to relax. “The spaces have a mind-body connection with a horizontal and vertical progression,” said Dwayne MacEwen of DMAC. “Materials and textures function as signifiers for wayfinding in an intuitive way that I think people will understand.”
amenity, the Midtown Athletic Club) will be 96 percent amenity and 4 percent hotel,” said Dwayne MacEwen, founder and principal of DMAC architecture. “There are three floors of primary club space, with the third being an all-glass in-between space with the lobby, and the hotel component occupies floors four and five,” he explained. MacEwen emphasized that the prevailing design directive is to create something “intimate and choreographed,” eschewing a “big-box-gym atmosphere.” Designing for wellness rather than merely fitness or hospitality involves a careful consideration of social and nonsocial areas. MacEwen and his team crafted specific spaces for conversation, like the monumental staircase on the second floor; spaces for solidarity, like the meditation room; and spaces for “being together, alone,” like the lounge. “We didn’t want to overprogram any one room—when you do that no one hangs out there—but we wanted to create an emotional impact through our use of materials, sense of compression, lighting, and wayfinding,” he said. This strategy continues through the exterior of the landmarked building: The Midtown Athletic Club hotel and renovation is set to be complete early this summer.

As hotels increase the amount of fitness and wellness offerings on deck, boutique fitness brands also feel obligated to provide key hospitality tenets—most importantly, forging a community with and among their members. Principal Chad Smith of Desbrisay & Smith Architects in New York has been working with boutique fitness brand Barry’s Bootcamp since 2012, both designing its studios and contributing to its branding. It is no coincidence that the tagline on the Desbrisay & Smith Architects website is “causing communities.” “We look at the organization of the space, as well as its touch and feel, and explore how the patrons come together and what happens before and after a workout,” Smith explained. This isn’t just “Kumbaya” feel-good vibes. “Boutique fitness companies want their communities to form a gang, not only because it has material impacts on their health and wellness, but [because] it increases retention so the businesses make more money.” There is no singular approach in Bucktown, and MacEwen was cognizant of its impact on the neighborhood. “People choose to live in the city for a reason,” he said, “so we wanted to give something back to the urban street experience. It is more like an urban island oasis; you feel like you are a part of the city because you can see the traffic and feel the energy, but there is a solitude and quietness to it as well.” The Midtown Athletic Club hotel and renovation is set to be complete early this summer.
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when it comes to organizing spaces that make people feel as though their intraclub relationships are springing up organically. When Smith worked on CrossFit company I.C.E.’s New York location, he started by examining where and how clients interacted. “In CrossFit, people hang out and talk to each other in the workout space, so we wanted it to be chic and luxurious, very Manhattan,” he said. “Basically we thought, ‘If you had to pick a classic New York space to work out in, something that’s durable and glamorous, what would you choose?’ The obvious answer is Grand Central Station, so we picked up on its material cues, such as brass and dark blue paint.” But behind these sleek walls and floors, there is a lot going on: sound isolation, floating, spring reinforced acoustic floors, and superinsulated windows and walls. Not only are these technological elements crucial for spaces like Barry’s Bootcamp, where 25 people run on 25 treadmills simultaneously within a mixed-use building, but they are also needed for when people sit completely still.

Meditation centers—that is, places where people go to sit and experience a guided meditation—are still new to the built wellness environment. When designing the Inscape Meditation Center in Manhattan, Archi-Tectonics founder Winka Dubbeldam spent months focusing on a seamless experience for clients. “It demands a different type of precision,” she explained. “If you meditate in all kinds of positions—walking, sitting, lying down—then you are very aware of yourself and the space around you. A few things became quite apparent. I wanted to create a continuum, an immersive environment: Walls and ceilings become one in the Dome; there is clean purified air; there is perfect sound and lighting. All the senses are soothed.”

Inscape has two meditation rooms: The Dome room is a large ellipse, while the Alcove room is smaller and wrapped in textural cloth. Both rooms feature color and light, but the Inscape Meditation Center is about more than just the materials and technology. It’s about creating a space where people can find peace and quiet, even if they are in the heart of the city. The Dome room is designed for larger groups, while the Alcove room offers a more intimate experience. The entire space is a place of retreat, a place where people can escape the noise and bustle of the outside world.

Left: Winka Dubbeldam of Archi-Tectonics built a full-scale prototype of the meditation space in a warehouse to ensure it would function perfectly. The seats were also designed specifically for meditating and can accommodate a variety of positions for maximum comfort.

Below: In the Alcove room, rotating artists’ installations create moments of compression and a womb-like atmosphere. The current installation is by Tini Courtney.

Opposite page: Vamos architects worked with Ketra to install lighting that works with the circadian rhythms in HoneyBrains cafe, a concept cafe that promotes brain health through its retail and food offerings.
therapy lights, a smooth transition between the ceilings and walls, and carefully curated sound. “When we first soundproofed the space, we over-perfected it,” Dubbeldam said. “It was too soundproof! It actually hurt my ears. So we had an acoustics engineer come in and soften it and add a small amount of white noise to achieve a more comfortable silence.” The lighting was designed to avoid any pinpointed spots of light; rooms are equally lit, each with a soft horizon line around the Dome room where distracted meditators can focus their gazes and regain their senses of calm.

To achieve this level of design, Dubbeldam created a full-scale prototype in a warehouse in Brooklyn and meditated in it with Inscape founder Khajak Keledjian, who also founded the clothing boutique Intermix. “I see design as a process, a series of tests to achieve moments of precision,” Dubbeldam said. “It looks super simple, but it takes massive amounts of design and engineering. I really feel like that is where architecture should go, and, in our case, is going.”

Evan Bennett of New York–based Vamos Architects concurs. “Environments are shifting dramatically as technology shifts,” he explained. Bennett recently completed Honeybrains, a concept cafe in New York’s NoHo district that serves up information on brain health alongside healthy food options and a honey-focused retail section. Owned by two siblings—one who worked in neurology—the cafe features circadian lighting by Ketra disguised in a clever ceiling-light baffle. “We were careful not to have direct lighting, but instead created a honeycomb pattern that could reflect light off of the interior paneling,” Bennett said. “It lets us hide the track lighting, the AV system, and a projector up there as well.” Bennett admits that spending 30 to 40 minutes in a circadian-light-controlled system might not have major effects on one’s health, but he believes in Honeybrain’s mission to become a platform for discussing brain health and the possibilities of design that straddles the intersection of health and technology.

Though the wellness trend will play itself out and change over time, people-centric, health-focused design will endure in hospitality architecture. Combined with our current propensity toward mixed-use spaces and advanced technology, building boundaries will continue to blur—not only between hotel and gym, but across industries of all kinds. OM

---

**WORKPLACE WELLNESS RESOURCE LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARUP BOSTON</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>interface.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARPET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TILE</td>
<td>Crossville</td>
<td>crossvilleinc.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAINT</td>
<td>PPG - Ecos Imperial</td>
<td>ppg.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTERTOP</td>
<td>Okite</td>
<td>okite.com/us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALL TILE</td>
<td>Mosa</td>
<td>mosa.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>Tree Frog</td>
<td>treefrog veneer.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC LAMINATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOORS AND CABINETS</td>
<td>Pointe</td>
<td>global-pointe.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORK WALL</td>
<td>Forbo</td>
<td>forbo.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SOM — JTI HQ               | WHITE CARRARA | MARBLE STAIR TREADS | Staminal Stone | staminalstone.com |
| ARTWORK                    | Liam Gillick  | liamgillick.info      |
| CARPET                     | Interface    | interface.com         |
| TABLE AND CHAIR            | Arper        | arper.com/us           |
| ACOUSTIC METAL CEILING     | Trisax       | trisax.ch              |
| PENDANTS                   | Arne Quinze  | arnequinze.com         |
| BOOKCASE AND CONFERENCE TABLES | Herman Miller | hermanmiller.com |
| STOOL                      | La Palma     | lapalma.it             |

**PERKINS + WILL — ASID TASK CHAIRS AND SIT-STAND DESKS**
- Teknion | teknion.com
- Humanscale | humanscale.com
- AUTOMATED SHADES AND LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM
- Lutron | lutron.com
- GRADE GLAZING AND DOORWAY SYSTEM
- Haworth | haworth.com
- CHAIRS AND TABLES
- Steelcase + Coalesse | steelcase.com

**TELEVISION**
- LG | lg.com
- ADDITIONAL FURNISHINGS
- ATG Stores | ATGstores.com
- Davis | davisfurniture.com
- HBF | hbf.com

**ADDITIONAL FINISHES**
- Cosentino | cosentino.com
- Shaw Contract | shawcontract.com
- Nevamar | nevamar.com
- Sherwin-Williams | sherwin-williams.com
- Armstrong | armstrong.com
- Additional Fixtures
- Kohler | kohler.com
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reasons of trade and politics, until no part of the world remains long
gerelatively shaped by nature but altered exclusively for the so-called
Anthropocene, “an age where entire continents are no longer
deemed as a commentary on globalization and the
changes and responsibilities arising from the current refugee
crisis in Europe and throughout the world.”

Mandla Reuter: Messer
The MAK Center
835 North Kings Road
West Hollywood, California
Through June 4, 2017

The MAK Center in Los Angeles will be showcasing the multi-
locational exhibition Wasser by Berlin-based artist Mandla Reuter this spring.

The exhibition’s components will be on view simultaneously at the MAK Center’s Kings Road House and Fitzpatrick-Leland House in Los Angeles, and aboard a container ship crossing the Atlantic Ocean. A large marble block quarried on the island of Thassos, Greece, will move across the sea in the shipping container en route to the Port of Los Angeles. Parallel installations will take place at two other sites: The Kings Road House will play host to a “sparse” installation meant to complement the block’s journey while the Fitzpatrick-Leland House will play host to a “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.

The workshop aims to give refugees and asylum seekers the “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.

The Moody Center for the Arts at Rice University will be showcasing the multi-part installation show explores large form constructions. The hope for the work is to create an environment where communities can collide and create together in a playful and collaborative environment.

The Moody Center for the Arts at Rice University opened in 2015 with a multi-locus exhibition by Wasser. Mander Reuter, currently an artist-in-residence, has collected several other artists and their works—will be acting as a living museum studio.

In all, Wasser is meant to reflect “on the perpetual movement of idol materials and decontextualized resources across the world,” according to a statement. Wasser’s ephemeral, multi-locus nature is also meant as a commentary on globalization and the so-called Anthropocene, “an age where entire continents are no longer geologically shaped by nature but altered exclusively for reasons of trade and politics, until no part of the world remains unaffected by mankind.”

Liam Young: New Romance
The Ross Gallery in Bellw
Columbia University
1172 Amsterdam Avenue
New York
Through May 13, 2017

The eponymous Do Ho Suh exhibition is currently on show at the Madison Museum of Contemporary Art in Madison, Wisconsin. The multi-part installation show explores large form constructions. The work is to create an environment where communities can collide and create together in a playful and collaborative environment.

The workshop invites participants to construct modular green lamps designed by Elisson out of recycled materials, which can stand alone as singular units or be stacked into more complex constructions. The hope for the work and research he utilized for his fictitious cinematic worlds built with the leftovers of digital rendering projects. The workshop aims to give refugees and asylum seekers the “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.

Do Ho Suh
Madison Museum of Contemporary Art
227 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin
Through May 14, 2017

The exhibition is the first solo exhibition for the filmmaker, storyteller, futurist, and architect in the U.S., presented by the Arthur Ross Architecture Gallery at Columbia. Young’s work is an examination of fiction, technology, and the
future through cinema and visualization.

The Moody Center for the Arts at Rice University will be showcasing the multi-part installation show explores large form constructions. The hope for the work is to create an environment where communities can collide and create together in a playful and collaborative environment.

The workshop invites participants to construct modular green lamps designed by Elisson out of recycled materials, which can stand alone as singular units or be stacked into more complex constructions. The hope for the work and research he utilized for his fictitious cinematic worlds built with the leftovers of digital rendering projects. The workshop aims to give refugees and asylum seekers the “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.

The Moody Center for the Arts at Rice University opened in 2015 with a multi-locus exhibition by Wasser. Mander Reuter, currently an artist-in-residence, has collected several other artists and their works—will be acting as a living museum studio.

In all, Wasser is meant to reflect “on the perpetual movement of idol materials and decontextualized resources across the world,” according to a statement. Wasser’s ephemeral, multi-locus nature is also meant as a commentary on globalization and the so-called Anthropocene, “an age where entire continents are no longer geologically shaped by nature but altered exclusively for reasons of trade and politics, until no part of the world remains unaffected by mankind.”

Liam Young: New Romance
The Ross Gallery in Bellw
Columbia University
1172 Amsterdam Avenue
New York
Through May 13, 2017

The exhibition will feature three of Young’s short films: In the Robot Skies (2016); an exploration of love in the time of drone surveillance; Where the City Can’T See (2016), a look at subcultures in the near-future world of data shot entirely with laser scanning technology; and Young’s most recent film, Rendlerland (2017), a look at the half-realities of rendered worlds built with the leftovers of digital rendering projects. The workshop aims to give refugees and asylum seekers the “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.
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The workshop aims to give refugees and asylum seekers the “green light” to participate in a variety of programs to elicit creativity and community.
Niche Tactics: Generative Relationships between Architecture and Site
Caroline O'Donnell, Routledge, $59.95

Drama School
Spaces without drama or surface is an illusion, but so is depth
The Graham Foundation
Through July 1, 2017

There is a productive dissonance among the many pieces in the current exhibition at the Graham Foundation. Spaces without drama or surface is an illusion, but so is depth. A dissonance between scale and size, performance and perception, and artifact and object. Each contribution from the 24 participating designers, architects, and artists implies its own narrative, separate from the other pieces. Yet, as a whole, the entire show has a clarity that resonates across the disparate objects and installations.

Spaces without drama is curated by the Mexico City–based Ruth Estévez and Wonne Ickx of LIGA, Space for Architecture. The duo propositioned participants to explore two-dimensional surfaces as a means of producing architectural space. The prompt is a direct reaction to the recent proliferation of digital collage, and an attempt at drawing a lineage through the historic works of canonical postmodern designers and artists. The result is a diverse set of works that straddle the lines of stage set, model, and installation. The genesis of much of the work comes from the Aldo Rossi’s Small Scientific Theatre and David Hockney’s design for The Magic Flute, both of which are present in the show in drawing and collage form. From that starting point, the more contemporary work ranges from full-scale environments to carefully crafted maquettes.

At the largest scale, pieces throughout the show set the gallery spaces as stages to be explored, or backdrops to view the work against. Cité de Refuge by OFFICE Kersten windows, while extending the visitor’s view to Ceuta: a refugee city in the no-man’s-land between Spain and Morocco. Batia Suter’s Vale/Cabinet plays a similar game with some of the Graham’s architectural design.
One of the most charming and instructive accounts of the modern architect's design process was offered by Filarete, architect of the Ospedale Maggiore in Milan and author of the long, poetic Trattato di Architettura. Writing around 1450, Filarete compares the architect to a mother who conceives and gives birth to a child, the building. When this birth is accomplished—that is, when he has made in wood a small relief design of its final form, measured and proportioned to the finished building—he then shows it to the “father.” In this fable of creation the “father” is represented as the patron, and like Plato’s demigurges, or craftsmen, the architect does not create a complete building, but rather its model in scale relief.

Models since antiquity have taken on the roles of varying kinds of architectural representation, from the symbolic to the ceremonial. Yet the primary function of an architectural model was the demonstration of a design in three dimensions, made to scale and derived from drawings. But beginning in the 18th century, with the establishment of educational institutions the Ecole des Arts of Jacques-François Blondel, the school of the French Academie Royale, and notably the school of the British Royal Academy of Arts—models came to be seen as indispensable teaching tools. Sir John Soane’s model room in his museum-cum-house documents the scales and contents of a curriculum geared to those students who were (at least in the midst of their training) unable to visit the real things, or even hypothetical reconstructions of lost or ruined monuments, in Italy or Greece. Today “modeling” has become a popular affair. Google “architectural models” and the first entries appear to be advertisements for modeling software.

Kenneth Frampton, Ware professor of architecture at the Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation (GSAPP), has long countered this trend toward the virtual. For the past few decades Frampton has taught the course “Studies in Tectonic Culture,” which is dedicated to, in his words, revealing to students “the tectonic essence” of works of architecture, a “constructive poetic.” By which he means the way in which a built building as an object constructed out of materials with structural logic, could not be understood—let alone internalized—by architecture students through drawings or photographs alone.

Consequently, over many years of teaching and his students build small versions of existing structures. However, these are not “representational” models of the kind an architect might display to clients, financiers, or even the public. Instead, they are analytical models whose process of design and realization—a process of careful interrogation of the constructive and tectonic nature of a building—is as important as the final object. “A tectonic model,” Frampton explained, “must be expressive of its intrinsic structure by way of the way it’s made. The tectonic is an expressive culture of construction…so what you choose to reveal and what you choose to conceal are part of its poetics.” For Frampton, an architect must internalize such “poetics” on many levels, which encompasses an aesthetic that is not purely visual, but is grounded in the very process of material construction. Hence the difficulties of virtual modeling in revealing this process: Only by, so to speak, relying the step-by-step conception of a design, and its transformation into a tectonic object, can the student internalize the work of architecture on all levels.

A selection of these extraordinary models is now on display in the Arthur Ross Architecture Gallery at GSAPP. Six of what must have been dozens of such objects built by students over the years have been excavated from the school’s storage and meticulously restored. They range from sectional models of the Bagsværden Church (1976) by Jørn Utzon, the Saint Benedict Chapel (1988) by Peter Zumthor, and a fully furnished three-dimensional presentation of Gerrit Rietveld’s Schröder House (1924), to architectural analyses of Le Corbusier’s Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux (1937) and Norman Foster’s Renault Distribution Center (1986). Each is a testimonial of the work of affection and intelligence, each demonstrates what the student has identified as the guiding formal, poetic, and constructive principle of the work. These models, standing at varied heights in this small, spare gallery, would have been eloquent enough alone—they do, in a very concrete way, speak for themselves. But the curators have chosen to pair them with a series of specially commissioned photographs by the architectural photographer James Ewing. However, rather than replicate what the models exemplify in the literal fashion of model photography, Ewing has chosen to work with the models to fabricate his own photographic essays. In fourteen remarkable images he has responded to the history of the buildings represented by the models, as well as to his own photographic intuitions. Using projected backdrops, special lighting, and in one “spectacular” case a smoke machine, Ewing graphically manipulates the models in order to propose alternative, supplementary readings of their original analysis.

Here, the results are mixed. Where these supplementary readings involve a demonstration of the power of the model and the photograph to produce, together, a new realization of the qualities of the building—as, for instance, in Ewing’s exemplary photograph of the interior lighting of Zumthor’s Saint Benedict Chapel—the photograph and the model are brilliantly paired in conversation. Where, on the other hand, the photographic image attempts to constitute an entirely different reality from that implied by the model—as in the case of the hyperrealist image of red clouds hovering behind Le Corbusier’s design, or the work of effect is less one of conversation between model and photo, and more one of contrasting points to the difference in medium.

In sum, the importance of this little show is to open up another conversation—one that is sorely needed today—between the virtual, the visual, and the concrete, in a way that pays eloquent homage to a pedagogical approach and a teacher, whose indefatigable defense of architectural qualities has informed and inspired his students and colleagues for over half a century.

ANTHONY VIDLER IS A PROFESSOR AT THE COOPER UNION AND VINCENT SCULLY VISITING PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY AT YALE UNIVERSITY.

A GREAT RECODING

As a certain New York real estate figure thrusts a set of unpalatable values down the national throat, another local developer’s ideas are entering public discourse for better reasons. Jonathan Rose, in important senses, the Antidrumpf: a developer who views the building of communities as an ethically consequential profession. He applies knowledge from nature and institutional history to benefit entire populations. He advocates resilient development in sane, mature, well-evidenced, and convincing terms.

One finishes The Well-Tempered City with respect for a substantial contribution to the architectural literature—and with the impression that in an administration dedicated to planetary and institutional stewardship, not plunder and bluster, Rose would merit a cabinet-level appointment. (Iterior? HUD? Energy? A polymath like Rose could lead any of these departments.) The Well-Tempered City stands alongside works by Jane Jacobs, Lewis Mumford, and Christopher Alexander, deserving influence and implementation.

The enduring fivefold path

With ambitious scope and explanatory clarity, Rose offers a unified theory of urban history grounded in five core concepts: coherence, circularity, resilience, community, and compassion. He also identifies nine variables critical to the rise of ancient cities: cognition, cooperation, culture, calories (energy), connectivity, commerce, control, complexity, and concentration.

The affirmations may imply a professorial top-down scheme, but Rose infers the nine C-constructs from historical studies before elucidating how stagnation or resilience depends on “urban operating systems” promoting the five principles. Cities that manage resource flows efficiently, generate socially beneficial incentives, and respond to shocks have thrived (e.g., today’s Copenhagen or Singapore, the altitude-adaptive village of Shuy, Tibet, or the flexibly organized cities of Islam’s golden age). Wasteful, dis- or over-organized, militaristic, and parasitic cities (e.g., imperial Rome) have ossified and decayed.

Rose distinguishes complication from complexity: the former merely reflects scale, while the latter describes volatile conditions where small inputs trigger large outputs. The acronym VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity), he contends, describes urban as well as biological systems. Design suited to a VUCA environment will avoid the oversimplifications of 19th- and 20th-century thinking by incorporating feedback phenomena and by continually adjusting incentives, technologies, balances among market and public-sector mechanisms, and other determinants of civic well-being. Ecosystems’ cyclical resource metabolic characteristics are particularly important, avoiding linear extract-and-discard economies.

Deja vu will kick in for readers of Jacobs, whose Death and Life chapter “The Kind of Problem a City Is” drew on Warren Weaver’s observations about “problems in organized complexity.” To this foundation Rose adds a broad familiarity with cultural history to benefit entire populations. He has the intellectual discipline to be usefully interdisciplinary.

Discussing how the efficiency metric of energy generation per dollar spent creating it correlates with civilizational success, Rose notes how China’s recent agricultural practices resemble those that fed China for over three millennia; how New York, Detroit, Lagos, and Baltimore have benefited from better data collection; and how a Big: data’s magnitudes times as much energy to produce as it provides to its consumer. continued on page 43
Rose looks to Mesopotamia into practice, gloriously, by Bach. Andreas Werckmeister (1687), then into German music theory by traveling monk and incorporated (1580), brought to Europe by a Fusion of Music and Calendar discovery to Ming prince Zhu Zaiyu's. Rose scrupulously credits the bebop is inconceivable without it. Music from the baroque through and generating beautiful scales and individual pathologies. polis and individual pathologies. police illuminate interwoven civic death in a struggle with Baltimore trade in the Hanseatic League, and contemporary Smart Growth codes. Conversely, when civilizations embrace a poorly designed code—as when the Federal Housing Administration incorporated racist residential legislation into redlining, or when Chicago School economics ignores environmental externalities or network-scale Nash equilibria, in which choices maximizing individual benefits produce worse outcomes than coordinated choices do—disharmonies are inevitable: congestion, impoverishment, waste, and disease. Socioeconomic reharmonization requires a comprehension of how codes handle inputs and outputs. Humanity’s mandate is thus to approximate nature’s advanced harmonies. Rose’s spiritually oriented conclusion points out how the Hebrew concept tikkun olam (“repairing the world”) has cognates across cultures. Humanity, he finds, has “evolved with an innate metacode” in which “altruism flows through every bit of a city’s interdependent social and cognitive ecologies, and is embedded in the morality of its systems.” The audience that needs Rose’s analysis most drastically may be the least prepared for it. “Mehr in current parlance also names the shoulder-shrugging indifference of the incurious to anything beyond their truncated attention spans. Recent electoral results inspire little confidence that American society can decode principles observable in Uruk, Göbekli Tepe, and Chengzhou, and act on them purposefully. In his November 9 AIANY book talk, Rose emphasized how increasing immiseration in poorly built cities requires more comprehension of history and the sciences than partisan politics could muster: “I don’t believe either side of the election had the intellectual capital to deal with this.” If Rose’s tempering theory omits anything vital, it may be a recognition of evil: Another synonym for the civic destemmers flowing from greed and fear. Yet in accentuating the positive, the connectedness that has outlived such destemmers, he reinforces our sense of harmony even in out-of-tune times.

Bill Millard is a contributor to AN, OCLUS, ARCHITECT, among others. LEAF REVIEW, ICON, CONTENT, and OTHER PUBLICATIONS.

ORAMA SCHOOL continued from page 41, built-in cabinetry, which is tactically covered in digitally manipulated scenery. Silke Otto-Knapp’s Stage (after Kurt Schwitter) is the closest to what might be called a true stage set. Large hand-painted panels fill the end of one gallery space, forcing viewers to weave among them to circulate through to another space. The result is a purposefully exposed “back-stage” which questions the piece’s own illusion of space. Other works seem to fit more comfortably in the category of illustration or model, but these still rarely play out as simple representations. While House no. 8, Image no. 1, with Layers and Masks by MOS Architects seems to be a simple, yet uncannily flat, model, its position in the middle of the gallery allows guests to peak through a peephole on its back side. This effectively filters the view of the rest of the gallery through the model. Sam Jacob’s Untitled touches on a similar effect with a model of a series of spaces divided by four translucent colored planes. The resulting confusion of space and scaleLooking at the model itself can be representing a scaled space, referencing the office’s Vault House. But the inclusion of a series of full-size objects designed by Rossi twists the perception of the piece from scale model to display case, and then back. The cheesiest of any of the pieces is Drop-Leaf Table in Oblique Elevation (with Drop-Leaf Table in Oblique Elevation) by Norman Kelley. A finely crafted piece of furniture in its own right, the Drop-Leaf Table is skewed, as if directly built from an axonometric drawing. Sitting against the gallery wall, like one might expect a similar piece of furniture, the table is also the display stand for a smaller flattened version of itself. It should also be noted that the leaves and a small drawer in the table, like those of the miniature version, don’t “work.” This makes the table, as well-made as it may be, about as useful as any other theater set piece. Along with the other fascinating works from the likes of Charles Moore, baukty, fala atelier, Ernő Ambasz, Monarxko, Pezo von Ellrichshausen, and more, the show is a delight for the academic, as well as those simply interested in beautiful images and objects. At the least one will get to see original pieces by Hockney and Rossi, and at the most one will gain a new respect for power of flatness to evoke space, and—desire—drama. MATTHEW MESSNER IS AN'S MIDWEST EDITOR.

“it’s a flat society in a round world.”
Donald Judd
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In between photography assignments for virtuosos such as Moshe Safdie, Marlon Blackwell, and Rural Studio, Timothy Hursley takes long drives throughout the rural South and other parts of the country and aims his camera at the neglected structures and forlorn dwellings of obscure or shunned subcultures.

Hursley’s ramblings have produced several series, including his photographs of both the interiors and exteriors of the brothels of Nevada. These gentle narratives, in which the women are notably absent, bear no hint of judgment. “The photographs are stronger without people,” Hursley said. “They are like footprints of a subculture.”

When Hursley stumbled upon Bobbie’s Buckeye Bar, the owner would not let him in. Left to contemplate the outside, Hursley found a composition in which the running white fence symbolized customers entering the pink brothel and “then coming out tainted red,” he explained.

Finding himself in Utah, as the trial had just begun for convicted felon Warren Jeffs, the former leader of the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (FLDS), Hursley wondered what the architecture of polygamy looks like. An apostate brought Hursley to the FLDS cave in Hildale, Utah, a stronghold of polygamy, where he photographed the eerie interior and a new series was launched.

A quad of photos and a time-lapse video of a dilapidated silo in Hale County, Alabama, are the subject of the Oxford American video SoLost: The Beauty of a Broken Silo. Photographed from different angles, the bent and rusted structure radiates a heartrending anthropomorphism.

Closer to his home in Little Rock, Arkansas, Hursley stumbled upon two beaten-up white hearses that triggered a new fascination with the rundown funeral homes that dot the rural landscapes of the deep South. In one curiously intriguing image, Train Ride-Vicksburg, Mississippi, two coffins sit on either side of a nearly room-size toy train track. For Hursley, the scene—odd, yet ordinary—is an analogy to the human condition, traveling through life to our inexorable ends.

And perhaps most curious for an artist attracted to scenes of obscurity is his series of photographs of the legendary Andy Warhol’s last factory in the early 1980s. The studio spaces were still raw at the time, recalled Hursley: “There was a lot of junk around, so I decided to roam around the space and start documenting what was there.” Eventually Hursley enticed Warhol to come down to the cavernous space where he snapped an extraordinary photo in which a blue-jeans-and-black-turtleneck clad Warhol stands against the abstract geometry of the white space, illuminated by a distant doorway awash in an industrial shade of green.

Find your comfort zone. On so many levels.

Establish a comfort zone with Solarban® glass by Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Flat Glass)—now under new ownership and driven by the same U.S.-based plants, people and products trusted by architects for years.

Within the Solarban® brand family of low-e glass coatings, you’ll find a wide array of solar control performance and aesthetic options delivering unparalleled choices. Backed by 50 years of proven reliability and a formula for the future, you can find comfort in the Solarban® glass family.

Start your own stack of Solarban® samples at vitroglazings.com/solarban or 855-VTRO-GLS (887-6457).
This multipurpose stool has the ability to keep people moving, which in turn increases productivity. A “waterfall edge” provides relief to hamstrings, while the sway base engages the core and promotes active sitting, a major component of Allseating’s product development philosophy.

allseating.com

Philippe Starck’s classic Caprice chair has been updated for contract applications—with the intention of combining the comfort of an office chair and the elegance of a dining seat. The sleek shell is now available with a four-spoke base that can be specified with or without wheels, and a flared support that can be customized in two new matte shades: white and mud.

cassina.com

Reminiscent of the vertebrae in the human spine, Trea is designed to protect the body. The subtle curve and pivoting backrest provide the user with a natural reclining position that maximizes comfort. Available with three different base options, this Todd Bracher design is now offered with upholstered seats.

humanscale.com

Available in bar and counter heights, the Cafe stool’s wood legs add a bit of warmth to hospitality or workplace environments. The new styles are available with polypropylene, wood, or upholstered seats with a natural oak base.

coalessce.com
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